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of Nigerian politics . Afterwards he became a Biafran poet recording the 

pains of the secession oovement, while beginning to question his 

religious faith. His style changed from the romantici sm of his first 

poems to the rroderni st and surrealist tendencies of his Negritude phase. 

With the Biafran poems his style became more open and his subject matter 

clearly in view. He has written little since the end of the Nigerian 

civil war. 
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The rebel is at a loss for progressive allies as the establishment 

crushes opposition. Webb sees Okara as having transferred to the novel 

characteristic features of the African oral tale, such as moralizing 

parables to form group conscience. Okara's narrative is stripped of all 

detail not essential to parable, making the characters figures in an 

allegory. Although alienated, Okolo is a crusader and his search 

threatens the conservatives ' retention of power. 

Noting similarity of techniques and themes between The Voice and 

works of the early 1960s by Wole Soyinka, Ashaolu sees the novel as 

concerned with the corrupting effects of \Jkstern rraterialism on 

traditional Nigerian society at the time of national independence. 

Okolo is one of the intellectuals who preach reform. The Voice is "one 

of the finest African novels of social analysis", according to Iyasere; 

no other novel has so successfully captured the social injustice, 

corruption and spiritual emptiness of contemporary Nigeria. 

Okara appears to have evolved from a late Romantic religious 

poet to a Negrit udist, then in The Voice to a critic of the rraterialism 
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NameC1 appear to be written directly as appeals to Roman Catholics 

abroad for aid to Biafra. At his best in the early poems Okara is a 

symbolist most effective 'When treating a theme by metaphor; in the war 

poems imagistic descriptions too often becorne prose statements. In 

"Cancerous Growth" "Today's wanton massacre/ burns up tender winds/ 

and from the ashes/ hate is growing." These poems do show Okara's 

control of rhetorical forms. Goodwin calls "Expendable Name" "a powerful 

but unbitter reproach to the comfortable warmongers" and finds "Rain 

Lullaby" "an unsentimental poem" 'which condemns the war fought by day in 

contrast to the nighttime mercy flights to Biafra. Rejecting the gentle 

lullabies of love and sleep the poem celebrates the airplanes bringing 

"milk", "like baby birds waiting/ for feed from mother birds". 

Many of the war and recent poems use traditional Christian 

imagery and associations. "Corne, Come and Listen" loosely imitates 

Christ's Good Friday reproaches on the Cross to those who pass, and is 

perhaps related to George Herbert's well-known "The Sacrifice". Besides 

pleading with Nigerians to think of the rnothers and children they are 
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killing, the speaker in the final stanza appears to ask why the God 

brought by the Christians has deserted him. In "Christmas 1971" "love 

and peace" are sacrificial Christ-like figures "caricatured, maligned/ 

taunted and rejected" . In many of the late war poems there is a feeling 

of betrayal at the borrbings and death of civilians, at the wall created 

between Nigerians in the Federal Republic and in Biafra, at the 

unwillingness of the leaders to compromise and seek for peace, and at 

those who profit from the war. Christian images are used in these 

disillusioned, often satiric poems, forming a pattern of irony. "The 

Revolt of the Gods", a long unfinished poem from 1969, begins with a 

debate between the gods during which we learn that man makes and kills 

gods by his need, love and hatred. The scene next shifts to earth where 

two men mock the idea of divine power, while another seemingly believes 

in the Judaic god and a fourth is a Christian doornsayer prophesying the 

end of the earth and the corning last days. The poem concludes with the 

old gods dying with the apparent triumph of the scientific and 

sceptical, although they will eventually return for another cycle of 
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belief and disbelief. 

The problem of faith haunts Okara's most recent poems. In "The 

Glowering Rat", written in Port Harcourt (1970) shortly after the war, 

the spiritual life, its comforts and sense of being at ease, is 

dispossessed by a very symbolic rat "whetted on yester-years". As 

Beckmann says1 the poem is a mindscape of someone returning to a war

scarred city stumbling physically over shell craters, while his spirit, 

attempting to return to its home in faith, stumbles mentally over the 

emptiness left within by the war experience. 

Although Okara's later poems do not experiment with language and 

symbol, they use syntax in a new way, often delaying or not using 

punctuation, with the result that stanzas as in "Suddenly the Air 

Cracks" or entire poems, such as "Cancerous Growth", "Freedom Day", 

"Rain Lullaby" and "The Dead a Spirit Demands'.!-r\ flow on continously as a 

single energy which gains greater force for the momentary suspensions 

caused by line endings, dashes or a few capital letters at the start of 

a line. In place of the earlier concentration on image and song, the 
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later poems are whip-like, depending on energy, repetitions and idea for 

their force. Often they project the state of the poet' s psyche on the 

I external, as in "Flying over the Sahara" where "Here all is deadif.t The 

expected picture of a lost man's dying search for water is transferred 

to the water itself, "sucked away by craving sanddo/,\like the mind 

eternally searching for "fulfilment~ The speaker sees srnoke from "oil 

in flames~ an example of the human mind creating "to build/ and 

destroy, to nurture life and killb:\ It is difficult not to recall that 

the Nigerian civil war was fought over the oil in Okara's own Delta 

area. 

After the defeat of Biafra, Okara founded and wrote for a 

newspaper, The Nigerian Tide, and started the Rivers State Newspaper and 

Television Corporation of which he was General Manager until 1975. His 

manuscripts containing all his unpublished poems were destroyed during 

the chaos of war and The Fisherrra.n's Invocation collects mostly 

previously published poems. While Okara told Lindfors that since the 

end of the Nigerian civil war he no longer could write, The Fisherman's 
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Invocation contains a few poems from 1976, 11To a Star" and "Celestial 

Song", which allude to a renewal of poetic, and perhaps a.rrorous, 

energies. In these poems Okara alludes to the symbolism of both his 

earlier and the wartime poems, with the result that his work is now 

taking on self-referential, autobiographical and myth-rreking qualities, 

with each poem being part of a continuing story. Unfortunately the 

diction is sometimes Victorian-late Romantic: "O let not this be as 

those/ which lie scotched like rose/ trampled by passing years". 

While it is generally felt that Okara's best verse was written during 

the late 'S0s, when he was both a rrodernist and Negritudist poet, some 

poems of the Biafran period seem more powerful now than when they first 

were published. 

Okara's reputation has been influenced by the srrall body of his 

publications and by changing fashions in the criticism of African 

literature. As one of the first rrodern Nigerian poets, he is included in 

all the influential anthologies of African and Comnonwealth verse 

published during the 1960s; there was, however, little criticism of 
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African poetry written at that time, and much of it was introductory or 

polemical . It was felt that Okara is a real poet and critics remarked 

on his inwardness and mysticism. Clark says: "This concern with the 

self, the soul, runs through all his work." In regard to Okara ' s 

primitivism and romantic images of jungle drums, innocent virgins, 

mystic rhythms and dark flesh, Clark felt that Okara still had 

characteristics of the early West African poets, and placed his verse 

midway between the large public statements and public oratory of the 

pioneer poets and the more concise, imagistic, purer poetry of Okigbo 

and Soyi nka. 

Others felt that despite the JT\YSticism and experimentalism Okara 

aimed to be a poet of the African continent. Noting his intensity of 

mood, r ichness of soul, and sense of an inner life, Roscoe claims 

Okara's "I" signifies the communal we -- "He is Nigeria's best example 

of the poet singing in solitude yet singing for his fellow men." A 

similar line was taken by Njoroge, who called Okara one of Africa's 

greatest poets and the embodiment of the continent's experiences. The 
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poet in expressing his soul expresses the soul of society, the two must 

together seek answers. 

Although felt to be more successful as a poet than as a 

novelist, Okara received little sustained critical attention as a poet 

until the appearance of The Fisherman's Invocation (1978), which shared 

the Corrrrnonwealth Poetry Prize with I.adders of Rain by the New Zealander 

Brian Turner. A revival of interest in Okara's poetry immediately 

followed, with reviews and articles appearing in literary journals as 

distant from Nigeria as Canada, Denmark and India. King described Okara 

as one of the first and best of the African poets who after being lost 

is now being rediscovered. Beckmann noted that while Okara was 

indispensable to any general anthology of African poetry, the award of 

the Corrrrnonwealth Poetry Prize was an indication that he was at last 

gaining the wider recognition he deserves. Beckmann and King, like most 

reviewers, felt that the best poetry preceded the Nigerian civil war. 

Petersen wrote that Okara debated the relationship between the past and 

the present in traditional African imagery rooted in oral literature. 
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"Through this use of inagery ••• [Okara] moves effortlessly between r<~~·/~: 

private, public and cosmic levels." others commented that Okara's poems 

shared Negritude themes and concerns, including identification with 

Africa symbolized by the natural world. Noting that Okara' s style 

changed at the time of the civil war from lyric and celebratory to 

satiric, bitter and lamenting, Gingell commented that while the 

Christian vision appears to suffer, a belief in the creative spirit 

remains. The difference between Okara's early and l ater verse, 

according to Goodwin, is representative of a shift in African poetry 

from early twentieth century modernist models to a freer, more 

oratorical American manner. This change in direction reflected a new 

interest by radicalized poets in using verse as a means of communicating 

with an African readership about social and political rra.tters. Okara has 

erra.ncipated himself from European influences and writes like an. African 

for Africans; he is "one of the first truly African poets in English". 

According to Asein, Okara's early poetry failed to gain attention among 

critics because in the 1960s he was absorbed in "an individualized quest 
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••• to find meaning in human existence" rather than public issues. In 

the later poems Asein sees signs of someone shocked by the effects of 

the civil war; instead of imagination, vigor, verbal energy and fluid 

oratory, there is pathos, sentimentality, banalities and labored 

rhetoric. He feels that Okara's value as poet lies in his experiments 

with language and his cultural nationalism, which made an important 

contribution to the development of modern African literature. 

Critics of The Voice were at first concerned with its poetic 

style, then with interpreting its symbolism; recently there has been a 

feeling that the novel is most significant for its criticism of African 

society and politics and its prophetic truth. Early commentators on The 

Voice were puzzled by its unusual English and by the alienation of the 

main character from his society. The novel was unlike the previous West 

African literature of anti-colonialism and cultural assertion. Anozie 

compared the novel to Hamlet, seeing it as the portrait of an African 

intel lectual caught up in a double alienation from himself and from his 

society. Anozie finds Okolo's search for "it" pretentious , the 
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disillusionment unmotivated, and the novel too static. That it 

resembled the novels of Ekwensi and Achebe in being concerned with the 

disruption and corrupting effects of modernization and social change was 

overlooked, as were such similarities to the work of Wole Soyinka as an 

unillusioned view of national independence and the feeling of being 

representative of a group of young, self-destructive, truth-seeking 

intellectuals. No one at the time noticed that Okolo could be a 

character in Soyinka's novel The Interpreters. 

While a characteristic of early Nigerian literature was 

experimentation with language to create an African style, as shown by 

Tutuola's successful use of transliteration from Yoruba and Achebe's 

more sophisticated Igboization of English, critics long discussed 

whether or not Okara's experiment in using Ijaw language is successful. 

Clark claimed that The Voice offers conclusive proof that such devices 

as special syntax and sentence structures based on the vernacular are 

likely to lead the African writer to disaster; in contrast to such 

external forms Clark argues for reliance on images. After the initial 
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negative evaluation of The Voice, opinion began to shift as 

interpre$_tion became IIDre subtle. The Canadian novelist Margaret 

Laurence said The Voice is one of the IIDst rnerrorable novels to have come 

out of Nigeria, and comnents upon its power and poetic imagery. She 

finds the use of imagery and Ijaw speech patterns fresh, the rhythms 

those of prose poetry and notes the use of Ijaw proverbs and parables, 

including ima.gery from Ijaw ma.sk drama.. Although set within Ijaw tribal 

society The Voice is universal in its picture of a ma.n who questions 

pretence, rigidity and the established. For Shiarella, Okolo is a 

Messiah figure and Tuere, the outcast woma.n who befriends him, is a type 

of Mary Magdalene, while the cripple is the apostle who will carry the 

message to others. Okolo seeks the inner peace of "it " in contrast to 

the new ways which have replaced African tradition. Shiarella notes that 

ma.ny of the poetic devices, such as rhyme, alliteration, inverted word 

order and repetition result from transliteration; the style and 

technique make The Voice a new f orm of experimental poetic novel. 

Okara's attempt to bridge the distance between European literary models 
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and an African point of view and style as representat ed by Tutuola's 

fictions was noted by Roscoe who claims The Voice blends the realism of 

'western fiction with the fantasy found in traditional African tales. 

_.While its origins are in contemporary life, it is an allegory of the 

struggle between good and evil in a symbolic, dark and hazy landscape. 

Okolo is a modem character, a man of inner tensions, depressions; but 

the "it" which he seeks is too vague. 

Later criticism praises Okara's achievement in The Voice as a 

successful attempt at creating in English the manner of African oral 

literat ure. Whereas older critics complained about Okolo's alienation, 

recently emphasis is on the political relevance of the satiric elements. 

More attention has also been given to the details of the symbolism. 

Lindfors sees a poet's concern with form, symbol and language in the 

novel; it represents the most eloquent African vernacular style in 

English. It is a brilliant achievement, a moral allegory about man's 

search for truth and purpose in a corrupt world and is concerned about 

the moral consequences of rapid 'vksternization. Eustace Palmer also 
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sees its irragery, style and quest plot influenced by the oral tradition 

r-, 
of the story teller. Noting sirnilari ties to T. S. Eliot's The Wasteland, ,.__,, 

he finds The Voice religious, moral and extremely pessimistic, although 

one of the oost significant African novels. 

The tight, closely drawn structure, symbolism and solemn, 

ooralizing tone create a nightmare world dominated by tyranny and 

materialism, says Obiechina, who also comments on the novel as parable 

and the analogy between Okolo's life and the Passion story. Burness 

claims identity is a main concern of the African novelist who is working 

within a European literary genre; no other African novelist has 

reconstructed a Western language so drastically to fit the rhythm of a 

tribal language. Okolo is a symbol of the pilgrim frustrated by the 

ooral laxity of his society and its leaders, a situation which can occur 

in any society or culture; the political leaders are mediocre not evil. 

Sander, however, sees the situation depicted in the novel as typical of 

post-colonial Africa where a white ruling class was exchanged for a 

similar black ruling class, resulting in disillusionment and cynicism. 
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who believes "everythin<fl½\ "the whiternan' s God, the blackrnan' s GodeY."'\ 

"The carver believes and puts even his shadow into creating faces out of 

wood and his inside is sweeter than sweetness." In the city Okolo also 

l earns that the white men have become corrupted; they tell him that 

truth and honesty do not exist for the person who wants to get ahead. 

Okolo, still searching for a purpose, a faith, a belief, realizes that 

he must return home in search of "it~ 

Meanwhile in his town some people have been influenced by 

Okolo's words. They start changing their ways, which threatens Chief 

Izongo. Part of the Okolo message is a return to the "earth's knowledge 

which has come down from our ancestors." "They are the words of your 

father's father's father." Eventually Okolo understands that his purpose 

in life is to plant "it in people's insides by asking if they've got 

it". In what appears to be a comment on Okara's treatment of "it" in the 

novel Okolo says that there is no single meaning to life; each person 

has his or her own purpose. "Names bring divisions and divisions, 

strife. So let it be without a name." The syncret ism is African and an 
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adaptation of African beliefs to those of Christianity and Islam; it is 

implied (as in Soyinka's works) that life is cyclical and that people 

will be reborn in different forms. As a cult of Okolo' s followers 

forms, Chief Izongo decides that Okolo must be destroyed and has him 

tied and set adrift in a canoe floating down a river towards a 

whirlpool. 

The novel shows Okolo's discovery of a need to have a purpose in 

his life, the beginning of his teaching to others, his expulsion from 

the village, his trial in the outside world, his discovery of his 

message, his return, the formation of the cult of his word, and his 

death. Because of its language and themes the novel appears to blend 

Christianity with a Negritude concern to preserve or adapt African 

traditions in the new materialist society created by European influence 

on Africa. People and events seem emblematic, symbols of ideas , and 

much of the book gives the impression of occurring in a dark, shadowy, 

dimly lit place. As in many epics, the hero begins as an isolated 

individual but eventually learns that lives interact and that he is a 
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part of society. His "spoken words" enter other people, "remain there 

and groJ~ 

The language of The Voice is the rrost controversial aspect of 

the novel. The Nigerian poet J.P. Clark, who is also an Ijaw, 

complained: "With cornrrands and requests like 'Your nonsense words stop' 

Mr Okara is no doubt trying to recreate the original sentence structure 

of object-verb, but he has no justification for converting the normal 

subject-object-verb order of straight statements." Clark felt Okara "has 

no cause to resort to the biblical verb ending -eth, very rare as plural 

even in Elizabethan usage, and the odd use of both the negative and verb 

to be. The result is not the reproduction of Ijaw rhythms in English, 

but an artificial stilted tongue, rrore German than Ijaw. It is a 

creation completely devoid of the positive attractions of a living 

language like pidgin English." While objecting to the method, Clark 

explained some of the words and idiomatic expressions Okara has 

transliterated: "the it of the story, which is the Ijaw, iye, meaning 

from the rrost to the least tangible of things"; "the term inside which 
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is biri, the belly as the seat of human passion and will." Okara' s use 

of the expression 'Your head is not correct' also derives directly from 

Ijaw idiom and usage." The poetic quality resulting from Okara's use of 

such devices as unusual word order (es:pecially of verbs), repetition of 

words (especially of verbs, adverbs and adjectives), parallel 

constructions, recurring symbols, and similes and metaphors based on 

nature (such as fish, water, river, fire) has been discussed by 

Shiarella, while Burness also notes syntactic inversions, uses of nouns 

as modifiers, simultaneous usage of an adjective and noun that are the 

same word and use of a standard adjective as a qualifying adverb (as in 

black black or cold cold). Other language features include unusual 

comparative forms, rrany proverbs and the rephrasing of English sayings 

so that they appear Ijaw (instead of "out of sight, out of mind", Okara 

writes "When I do not see you, you will not be in my inside"). In 

general, critics assume that Ijaw ways of thinking are accurately 

reflected in Okara's text. Burness feels that whereas English speakers 

choose from a rich store of adverbs (very, extremely, wonderfully), in 
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Ijaw emphasis is achieved by such simple repetitions, as in "black, 

black", or "slowly, slowly". Roscoe claims Okara's style reflects 

characteristics of Ijaw thinking in which a limited number of antonymic 

pairings, such as "'Straight' and 'crooked' dispose of every variety of 

truth and untruth," while "'sweet' and 'sour' represent all shades of 

happiness or misery." 

After being Principal Inforrration Officer of the Eastern Region 

Government Inforrration Office in Enugu during the 1960s, Okara stayed on 

during the civil war as Director of the Cultural Affairs Division of the 

Ministry of Information for Biafra. In contrast to the introvertedness 

of his earlier work, the poems in The Fisherman's Invocation written 

during and after the Nigerian civil war have a new urgency and 

directness of experience. In the twelve lines of "Moon in the Bucket", 

the word "look" occurs five times; the innocence and peace of the moon 

are contrasted to those in the Nigerian Federal Republic "who shout 

across the wall / with a million hates." In "Suddenly the Air Cracks" 

the repeated use of "Suddenly" and "cracks" and such similar sounding 
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words as "striking" and "cracking" suggests the unexpectedness, drama. 

{yv\ 

and danger ofAair-raid by the Nigerians on a Biafran village, as the 

airplanes dive, fire at the people, drop bombs and are driven out by 

anti-aircraft fire. Afterwards children running with their arms 

stretched out play at being diving jets, while bodies are stacked in the 

morgue. 

While poems treating of the contrasts of war and the drama. of a 

bombing raid have a new concreteness, in rrany of the poems of the 

Biafran period there is too much sentiment, thought and rhetoric. "Cross 

on the Moon" begins with the complex irragery Okara often uses in which 

one association leads to another (the dew on the leaves of trees 

reflects the rroonlight on hedges from which one can hear crickets and 

see fireflies), while overhead an airplane waits its turn to bring in 

relief supplies to "whimpering children/ on the backs of fearless 

mothers". The airplanes are "A testirrony of Man's humani~ While 

such sentiments are to be expected in the situation, they do not 

necessarily make for good poetry . Some poems, such as "Expendable 
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held their savings was filled with stones and old rags to deceive such 

men, as it had before. "'They'll never learn', said Okonkwo as he wiped 

his face. They are green as green peas, the 'Whole batch of them. See 

how they left the door only bolted.'" 

While "The Crooks" is simple, obvious, and crudely struct ured, 

it is surprisingly effective, possibly because of its pidgin English and 

Okara's ability to convey a sense of location and imply the ways of a 

society: "You be lucky rran. Na lorry I go give person for Ebute Metta 

jus' now. Na God say rrake you meet me. Wayo plenty for here. They for 

wayo you an' take your money for nothin. How rrany lorry you wan' buy?" 

"Tobi", Okara's other published story, is a curious and a less 

successful trickster tale about a guest 'Who steals from his hosts, 'Who 

ignore his misdeeds: "He's a relative; the only son left of your 

great-grandfather's slaves and you mustn't do anything to rrake him feel 

we know. Only be very careful with your things, that's all." According 

to the curious psychology of the story, Tobi is both unwelcome guest and 
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yet is needed to celebrate the harvest season. 

The Voice, Okara's one extended prose fiction, was begun 

shortly before Nigerian independence and was seen by the author as a 

struggle between good and evil as represented by the young intellectual 

versus the Nigerian politicians who were looking forward to the expected 

spoils of national independence. The Elders in the novel look forward to 

"the coming thing" over which they slap "their thighs in joy". A 

version of the opening chapter was first published in Black Orpheus 10 
I 

(1961), where the style, with verbs regularly following the object, is 

even rrore based on Ijaw than in the novel, which despite the controversy 

over its style is mostly written in standard English. Okara used as a 

model the way Amos Tutuola translates directly from Yoruba into English, 

but in practice found it necessary to be less rigid. "Some words and 

expressions are still relevant to the present-day life of the world, 

while others are rooted in the legends and tales of a far-gone day. Take 

the expression 'he is t imid' for example. The equivalent in Ijaw is 'he 

has no chest' or 'he has no shadow'. Now a person without a chest i n 
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. the physical sense can only mean a human that does not exist. The idea 

becomes clearer in the second translation. A person who does not cast a 

shadow of course does not exist. All this means is that a timid person 

is not fit to live. Here, perhaps, we are hearing the echoes of the 

battles in those days when the strong and the brave lived. But is this 

not true of the world today?" ''What emerges from the exarrples I have 

given is that a writer can use the idioms of his own language in a way 

that is understandable in English. If he uses their English 

equivalents, he would not be expressing African ideas and thoughts, but 

English ones." 

Around the idea of the alienated young, educated intellectual 

opposing the materialism of the elders and the politicians (a theme 

which was coITl!TDn in the early 1960s in West Africa as can be seen from 

Soyinka's The Interpreters , Achebe's No Longer at Ease and~ Man of the 

People) other central themes are developed including a quest for "it" or 

the meaning of life, a parallel between Okolo, the hero, and Christ, 

such topics as the relationship of the African past to the future and 
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the individual 1 s conscience versus conformity to the community. Many of 

the features of The Voice are characteristic of the style of early 

Nigerian literature, including a Nigerianized English and use of a quest 

to structure the story. 

While the plot has the economy and clear shape of a parable, the 

rich but open symbolism of The Voice shows its links both to Okara 1 s 

reading of Christian literature and to rrodernist high culture. Okolo 

returns to his town after his schooling and finds himself out of step 

with almost everyone because he is searching for 11 iB~ which no l onger 

has "roots11
• This makes him an outsider to and disturbs the community. 

His spiritual concerns challenge the tribal elders• glee at the expected 

wealth and material good they will inherit with national independence. 

In taking over from the white man the politicians have forgotten the 

teachings of their fathers; by contrast Okolo is, like Christian of 

Bunyan1 s Pilgrim 1 s Progress, someone who has learned from a book that he 

must give up all and search to be saved. The story is written in such a 

manner that Okolo, whose name means 11the voice" i n Ijaw, takes on the 
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symbolic roles of conscience, Messiah, reformer, sacrificial outcast and 

quester. When he first i s threatened by his town's people
1 

"Hands clawed 

at him, a thousand hands, the hands of the world" . Although Okolo i s 

portrayed from the first as "alone", he acquires a few disciples, 

including one, at the book's end, who will tell his story and care for 

his words. The town is Christian ("We are all church people. We all 

know God"), but suffers from superstitions left over from the past, from 

lack of conscience and from a desire for worldly things . 

Although the "it" Okolo seeks is purposefully left vague, i t 

seems t o cover such significances as conscience, a personal meaning in 

life, perhaps the old Christian sense of vocation, truth and the gospel: 

"I am the voice from the locked up insides which the Elders, not wanting 

the people to hear, want to stop me." In this novel of few actions each 

confrontation between individuals or between Okolo and a group of people 

becomes a significant event. Okolo's secondary school education (which 

even in the early 1950s would still have been uncormnon in Nigeria) is 

JL.-~Jj, 
contrasted to Abadi , who has "been to" foreign countries and holds a 

"l. 
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Ph.d. Abadi praises the leadership of Chief Izongo and reminds the 

Elders that many of them were "mere fishennen and palrncutters" "in the 

days of the irrperialists", asking them to "toe the party line" and 

"support our most honourable leader". When Okolo replies that the 

politicians and their followers are fighting no one, but merely 

clamoring "to share in the spoils" of independence, it is perhaps worth 

recalling that Okara's father is a prince. As in the writings of 

Ekwensi, Soyinka and Achebe, there is a distrust of the politicians who 

gain their support from distributing the spoils of office rather than 

from the traditional customs of clan and tribe. 

Okolo is made to leave the town as he will not do as others do 

and betray conscience. He insists on following what he believes to be 

the timeless straight ways of the past whereas "Everybody's inside is 

now filled with money, cars and concrete houses and money." Just as 

Okara notes the creation of a new political class coming into being 

before national independence, so he records, as do the novels of Achebe 

and Soyinka, the increasing materialism and obsession with western 
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comforts which result in spiritual corruption and a disregard for the 

past. 

The trip to Sologa corresponds to the period of exile before 

return in Messianic literature. In Sologa Okolo finds people who brag of 

being "a whiteman's cook" . The white llE.Il's money economy has corrupted 

people and money is naw the only social value . The city of Sologa is 

not a corrmunity but a conglomeration of various tribes and languages: 

cars honking, people shouting, people dying, women delivering, 

beggars begging for alms, people feasting, people crying, people 

laughing, politicians with grins that do not reach their insides 

begging for votes, priests building houses, people doubting, 

people rrarrying, people divorcing, priests turning away 

worshippers, people hoping, hopes breaking platelike on cement 

floors. 

In the city justice is corrupt, there is tribal favoritism and the 
) 

powerful are beyond the law. In contrast to the people of the cit y who 

have no sense of purpose and "think nothing'1.1/,\ there is the carver artist 
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for which he worked until 1954. He was sent from Lagos to start a 

branch at Enugu in 1950. During this time he began translating Ijaw 

poetry and writing talks and plays for broadcasting. In 1953 his poem 

"Call of the River Nun" won an award at the Nigerian Festival of the 

Arts. In 1957 his poems appeared in the first issue of the magazine 

Black Orpheus, in which he continued to publish. He was Assistant 

Publicity Officer in the Ministry of Information in 1955-1959, after 

which he attended Northwestern University, where he studied journalism 

1959-1960. Returning to Nigeria, he worked as Publicity Officer (1960-

62), Principal Information Officer of the Eastern Regi on Government 

Information Office in Enugu (1964-67) and Director of the Cultural 

Affairs Division of the Ministry of Information for Biafra (1967-69), 

travelling to the United States in 1969 to speak for the Biafran cause. 

As General Manager of the Rivers State Newspaper and Television 

Corporation, 1971-1975 (which he started), he founded the newspaper, The 

Nigerian Tide, as well as being Commissioner for Information and 

Broadcasting for the Rivers State. He is currently Writer-in-Residence 
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of the Rivers State Council on Arts and culture. 

Okara's work is distinctive in its highly poetic style and his 

blending of private, public and religious themes. He is concerned with 

the relationship of the past to the present and tradition to 

modernization. His themes include biculturalism, the alienation of the 

intellectual from the nation's masses and politicians, political 

corruption and the effect of materialism on African society, and the 

problems of an African writer using English. His works are marked by a 

consciousness of Ijaw traditions and the rivers of the Nigerian Delta, 

Christianity, and a visionary mysticism, close to ninet eenth century 

romantic pantheism. His verse and prose are symbolic, private and 

Ijawized in language, Ijaw being transliterated into English. In his 

later poetry, written during and after the Nigerian civil war, Okara ~ 

~hanges from an allegorical symbolism and an artificially African 

English style to ~ more direct, open and natural~ /1-\~&11-ier. 

His contribution to theorizing about the nature of African 

literature is controversial, relevant to his own writing and apparently 
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has not changed over the years. He came to intellectual maturity during 

a time when a major problem facing African intellectuals was the 

cultural schizophrenia of affirming their Africanism through the 

languages, literary forms, politics and concepts of European culture; 

writers were especially concerned with the question of language and 

literary kind as their works of protest, cultural affirmation or self-:_. 

questioning were more likely to be read by foreigners than by their own 

people, for whom any literature in European languages belonged to an 

alien culture. Okara believes that a literature must reflect the culture 

and the way of thought of a country; African writing in a European 

language must use it in such as way as to express African ideas, African 

folklore and African philosophy. Okara attempts to get around the alien 

language in which cultural experience is being corrmunicated by forcing 

--\-o 
/ ------.... /"-e,. 

himself to think of his sentences in Ijaw and then 'l.~ transla~ 
·-·---··.,·--·-- ------·-~ /( 

them¾n::glish so that they remain Ijaw in symbolism, syntactical 

structure, idiom and reference: "I had to study each Ijaw expression I 

used and to discover the probable situation in which it was used in 
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order to bring out the nearest meaning in English." The resul t is 

poetic, densely textured, serious and sometimes obscure, like many of 

the symbolist and modernist works of the first half of this century. 

The Africanization is paradoxically part of the modernism of his work. 

Okara is the first Nigerian and perhaps the first English-language black 

African modernist writer. He early rejected the outdated Victorian 

styles of the colonial poets and instead brought to Nigerian poetry an 

infusion of T.S. Eliot, Dylan Thomas and G.M. Hopkins. He used free 

verse, abandoned fixed rhyme schemes and allowed the flow of the thought 

to determine the shape of the poem. 

"The Call of the River Nun" is Okara's earliest survi vi ng poem. 

It was written in Enugu, where he was sent in 1950 to start a branch of 

the government press. Surrounded by the local hills, he is nostalgic 

for the River Nun of the Delta of his childhood; the river is also a 

symbol for his personal destiny and his journey through life towards 

death and God. Okara has already found one of his major patterns of 

symbols. Flowing rivers with such accorrpanying imagery as canoes and 
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sea-birds will be found throughout his work, the river representing the 

continuity of past, present and future, destiny and the individual's 

pilgrimage through life. 

The religious tone of the poem's conclusion is noticeable in 

such other early verse as "Were I to Choose" (written in 1953) and 

"Spirit of the Word'.iq The for:mer is influenced by Dylan Thomas, whose 

9 

use of symbolic allegories Okara continues to develop in his own manner, 

while the latter brings to mind the seventeenth century meditative 

poetry of Henry Vaughan in its use of the natural world as more in tune 

with the divine than mankind. The conclusion, however, is reminiscent of 

some of the black-American-influenced pioneer West African poets who 

asked whether they could find religious salvation despite having "Singed 

Hair and Dark Skin~ Okara' s manner, symbols and themes were 

established early. "Once Upon a Time" could be background for The 

Voice; it is a dramatic monologue in which a father compares the 

happiness and contentment of the past to the hypocrisy of the modern 

world; he asks his son to regain such innocence. Okara experiments 
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with language ("officeface, streetface, hostface") and emblematic 

symbols ( ''While their ice-block-cold eyes / search behind my shadow") • 

The early poems show the influence of the Romantic Ode in the way they 

begin with meditation on some object or event, which leads by a process 

of association to reveries, philosophical insights, or visionary 

experiences which apparently cannot be sustained in this life, as the 

poems end in uncertainty, often about the speaker's own destiny. Such a 

structure is infused with late Victorian solerrmity, religiosity, 

seriousness and depression in "New Year's Eve Midnight'~ where instead 

of renewal "it's shrouded things I see/ dimly stride/ On heart-

canopied paths/ to a riverside". Although the many seasonal images in 

Okara's poems imply life is a cyclical process of birth, growth, harvest 

and renewal, the hope is weighed down by a consciousness that an 

individual journeys towards death. In these poems the future is gloomy, 

in comparison to reveries of childhood. 

'While education and career had taken Okara from home and father 

into a world of change, desire , deception and hypocrisy, the 
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individual's journey is also associated with modernization and 

\Jesternization. In "Piano and Drums" native ways are represented by 

"jungle drums", which are "urgent, raw/ like bleeding flesh, speaking 

of I primal youth and the beginning" whereas the alien piano symbolizes 

"complex ways/ in tear-furrowed concerto; / of far-away lands". The 

drums bring thoughts not only of rather exaggerated romantic, primitive, 

communal scenes, but also of childhood: "at once I'm/ in my mother's 

lap a suckling; / at once I'm walking single paths". 

As such younger Ibadan writers as Soyinka, Clark and Okigbo 

rejected the Francophonic Negritude idealization of a supposed innocent, 

uncorrupted, primitive pre-colonial Africa, it is sometimes assumed that 

English-speaking West Africa was untouched by such views; but educated 

Nigerians were aware of Negritude during the 1950s and Black Orpheus was 

at first, with its original German co-editors, an extension of the 

Paris-based Pr~sence Africaine to English-speaking West Africa. Just 

as the Negritudists symbolized their longing for tradition and unity of 

self as a nostalgia for the comforting Mother Africa of their chi ldhood, 
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so Okara's personal unease at separation from his past and family is 

rrerged with the disturbing effects of social, cultural and technological 

change as a result of education, modernization and his own experience of 

the world. Significantly a "wailing piano solo" speaks of corrplexity, Ft:-
,z.. 0 

which ends "in the middle of a phrase at daggerpoint". 

The way the early 1950s therres of loneliness, nostalgia for home 

and a depressed fatalism have evolved into an affirmative Negritude can 

be seen in the poem "You Laughed and Laughed and Laughed" which appeared 

along with "Piano and Drums" in Black Orpheus 6 (1959). The "You" is 

the white European who laughs at African culture as primitive and who is 

identified with ice-blocks, motor cars and frozen emotions, whereas the 

African, in the tradition of Negritude primitivism, is identified with 

nature. The surrealism of the penultimate stanza could be that of 

Senghor or Cesaire, as is the claim that Africa will rehurnanize the West 

from its rigid, mechanical way of life: 

My laughter i s the fire 

of the eye of the sky, the fire 
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of the earth, the fire of the air, 

the fire of the seas and the 

rivers fishes animals trees 

and it thawed your inside, 

thawed your voice, thawed your 

ears, thawed your eyes and 

thawed your tongue. 

"The Mystic Drum", which appears to be concerned with sexual 

desire as well as evoking the natural world, is both celebration and 

rejection of the surrealist mode : "I packed my mystic drum/ and 

turned away; never to beat so loud any more." "The Mystic Drum" is 

related to two other poems concerning desire for a wonan, "Adhiarnbo" and 

"To Paveba". In the latter, after "young fingers stir/ the fire 

smouldering in my inside", the poem moves into the surreal ("the eye / 

of the sky on the back of a fish") until the speaker r emembers "my vow 

not to let/ my fire flame any more" and his fires dwindle to 

smouldering "beneath the ashes". Probably the outbursts of desire and 
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their repression are related to Okara's personal life which has included 

three marriages and divorces. The mystical streak in Okara's poetry is 

taken up_again in "One Night at Victoria Beach" which also concludes 

with defeat before the unknown: "I felt my knees touch living sands --

/ but the rushing wind killed the budding words." "The Snowflakes Sail 

Gently Down" was written in the United States in 1959, when Okara was 

studying journalism at Northwestern University and doing field research 

in the Public Inforrration Department of the Atomic Research Station near 

Chicago. It was the first time he had seen snow. In the poem the 

speaker falls asleep in a heated room on a snowy day and dreams of 

tropic Africa. He dreams that colonialism and foreign exploitation will 

be defeated. The striking but obscure ending may imply the possibility 

of renewal for the West through accepting African values. 

The five-part "The Fisherman's Invocatiorl.!.'·, i which was written in 

connection with the corning of Nigerian independence is, as Senanu and 
/ 

Vincent comment, modelled on a traditional ballad performance 

celebrating an important event, in this case the birth of the nation. 
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Using the setting of two men fishing in a canoe on a river , the poem is 

concerned with the relationship of the past to the present and future : 

"The Front grows from the Back/ like buds from a tree stump". One 

fisherman complains that he no longer can remember his "Back" and is 

told to rediscover his origins: "let your eyes be the eyes/ of a 

leopard and stalk the Back", for the future. Otherwi se independence 

will be stillborn. The Negritude and cultural affirmation themes are 

put forward in the Ijawised imagery ("teaching hands", "sweet inside") 

Okara uses in The Voice, which he started about the same time, in 1959. 

"The Fisherman's Invocation" represents the end of the Negritude 

movement with its self-conscious use of surrealist techniques of 

fantasy, romantic primitive Africa and claims of African moral 

superiority to the w'esternized world. The creation of independent black 

African nations ended the phase -when the assertion of a cultural past 

was an analogy to political assertion of the right to self-government. 

"The Fisherman's Invocation~ , quest ioning the nature of the future if 

unirnpregnated with tradition, is a sign that independence and its 
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possible disillusionments would soon be a rrain theme of African 

literature. 

Although Okara wrote rrany short stories, including "The 

I 

IconoclastY,\which won the first prize in a British Council short story 

contest (1954), he has only published two; the others apparently are 

lost. "The Crooks" might be described as an updated version of a 

trickster folktale in which cunning is valued more than ethics, and in 

which the deeper cunning of the peasant or seemingly innocent outwits 

the self-assured, sophisticated urban confidence rran. In the story two 

dusty, dirty, barefoot travellers, who apparently have arrived from the 

provinces for the first time in Lagos, the Nigerian capital, are stopped 

by a well-dressed rran who warns them against strangers and invites them 

to his house. He loses money to them at cards with the intent of 

robbing them in the morning of their bag which he believes t o contain 

their savings. But by morning they have disappeared and are on a train 

back to Enugu laughing at having tricked the trickster out of a night 1 s 

food, l odgings and the money won at cards. The bag which supposedly 
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Gabriel Imomotimi Gbaingbain Okara is the first of the 

significant Engl ish-language black African :poets , the first to write in 

a modern style, the f irst of the Nigerian writer s to publi sh in and the 

first to join the editorial staff of the influential literary journal 

Bl ack Orpheus (1957). A Nigerian "Negritudis~ he is a missing link 

between the colonial :poets and the vigorous modernist writing which 

began to appear in Nigeria around the time of national independence in 

1960. One of the founders of modern Nigerian and African literature, he 

has also published some short stories, a translation from Ijaw, and 'Ihe 

Voice (1964) , an experimental novel which was one of the more 

int eresting works to appear during the unusually creative period of the 

1960s when Nigerian literature was coming into its CMn, providing 

creative leadership for other black African and 'Ihird Worl d literatures. 

If Okara has not published widely it is partly because his manuscripts 
I 

were destroyed during the Nigerian civil war and partly because he 

belongs to an earlier generation than such university-educated Nigerian 

writers as Wole Soyinka and J.P. Clark, who had the advantages of 
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university teaching careers and university support for their creative 

writing. Because of his comparatively small literary production Okara 

had not received as much attention as some of his more famous 

compatriots until the publication of his first collection of verse, The 

Fisherman's Invocation (1978); since then he has been seen as having a 

major place among the poets of the African continent. 

Born 24 April 1921 in what is nCM Yenogoa Local Government Area 

of Rivers State to Prince Sampson G. Okara, a Christian and a 

businessman, and Martha Olodiama Okara, Gabriel Okara first attended a 

ll/\ 

local school and 1935-1940 the Government College, Umuahia. Because of 
I\ 

the Second World War he transferred to Yaba Higher College where he sat 

and passed the Senior Cambridge Examination, specializing in Art, which 

he had studied with the famous Nigerian sculptor Ben Enwonwu. After 

being a schoolteacher at the Ladilac Institute, Yaba, he tried to join 

the RAF, but, unable to become a pilot he instead joined the British 

flt. 
Overseas Airway Corporation auxiliary, travelled to /\Gambia, was briefly 

a businessman, and in 1946 became a bookbinder for the Government Press, 
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Gabriel Okara is the first significant English
language black African poet, the first African poet 
to write in a modern style, and the first Nigerian 
writer to publish in and join the editorial staff of the 
influential literary journal Ela.ck Orpheus (started in 
1957). A Nigerian "Negritudist," he is a link be
tween the colonial poets and the vigorous modernist 
writing that began to appear in Nigeria around the 
time of national independence in 1960. One of the 
founders of modern Nigerian and African literature, 
he has also published some short stories, a transla
tion from !jaw, and The Voice (1964), an experimen
tal novel that was one of the more/interesting works 
to appear during the unusually creative period of 
the 1960s, when Nigerian literature was coming into 
its own, providing creative leadership for other 
black African and Third World literatures. If Okara 
has not published widely, it is partly because many 
of his manuscripts were destroyed during the Niger-
ian civil war and partly because he belongs to an 
earlier generation than such university-educated 
Nigerian writers as Wole Soyinka and]. P. Clark, 
who had the advantages of university teaching ca-
reers and university support for their creative writ-
ing. Because of his comparatively small literary pro· 
duction Okara had not received as much attention 
as some of his more well-known compatriots until 
the publication of his first collection of verse, The 
Fisherman's Invocation (1978); since then he has been 
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Gabriel Okara 

seen as having a major place among the poets of the 
African continent. 

Born 24 April 1921 in Bumoundi~ 
-B~¥ Y.enugoa Local Government :m-ea of ~ 
~ to Prince Sampson G . Okara, a Christian 
businessman, and Martha Olodiama Okara, Gabriel 
Imomotim.i Gbaingbain Okara first attended local 
schools and then, from 1935 to 1940, Government 
College in Umuahia. Because of World War II he 
transferred to Yaba Higher College, where he 
passed the Senior Cambridge Examination, special
izing in art, which he had studied with the well
known Nigerian sculptor Ben Enwonwu. After 
being a schoolteacher at the Ladilac Institute in 
Yaba, Okara tried to join the RAF, but, unable to 
become a pilot, he instead joined the British Over
seas Airway Corporation auxiliary, traveled to 
Gambia, was briefly a businessman, and in 1946 
became a bookbinder for the Government Press, for 
which he worked until 1954. He was sent from 
Lagos to start a branch at Enugu in 1950. During 
this time he began translating !jaw poetry and writ
ing talks and plays for broadcasting. In 1953 his 
poem "Call of the River Nun" won an award at the 
Nigerian Festival of the Arts. In 1957 some poems 
of his were published in the first issue of Black 
Orpheus, in which he continued to publish. He was 
assistant publicity officer in the Ministry of Infor
mation from 1955 to 1959, after which he attended 
Northwestern University where he studied journal
ism from 1959 to 1960. Returning to Nigeria, he 
worked as publicity officer (1960-1962), principal 
information officer of the Eastern Region Govern
ment Information Office in Enugu (1964-1967), and 
director of the Cultural Affairs Division of the Min
istry of Information for Biafra (1967-1969), travel
ing to the United States in 1969 to speak for the 
Biafran cause. From 1971 to 1975 he was the gen
eral manager of the Rivers State Newspaper and 
Television Corporation (which he started) , and he 
founded the newspaper Nigerian Tide as well as 
being commissioner for information and broadcast
ing for the Rivers State. He is currently writer in 
residence of the Rivers State Council on Arts and 
Culture. 

Okara's literary work is distinctive in its 
highly poetic style and his blending of private, pub
lic, and religious themes. He is concerned with the 
relationship of the past to the present and of tradi
tion to modernization. His themes include bicultur
alism, the alienation of the intellectual from the 
masses and politicians, political corruption and the 
effect of materialism on African society, and the 
problems of an African writer using English. His 
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works are marked by a consciousness of Ijaw tradi
tions, Christianity, and a visionary mysticism, close 
to nineteenth-century romantic pantheism. His 
verse and prose are symbolic , private, and 
"Ijawized" in languageoJjaw at times being translit
erated by him into English. In his later poetry, 
written during and after the Nigerian civil war, 
Okara changes from an allegorical symbolism and 
an artificially African English style to a more direct, 
open, and natural manner. 

His contribution to theorizing about the na
ture of African literature is controversial, relevant 
to his own writing, and apparently has not changed 
over the years. He came to intellectual maturity 
during a time when a major problem facing African 
intellectuals was the cultural schizophrenia of af
firming their Africanism through the languages, lit
erary forms, politics, and concepts of European cul
ture; writers were especially concerned with the 
question of language and literary types of their 
works of protes'€)cultural affirmation, or self-ques
tioning were more likely to be read by foreigners 
than by their own people, for whom any literature 
in European languages belonged to an alien culture. 
Okara believes that a literature must reflect the 
culture and the way of thought of a country; Afri
can writing in a European language/ must use it in 
such as way as to express African ideas, folklore, 
and philosophy. Okara attempts to get around the 
alien language in which cultural experience is being 
communciated by forcing himself to think of his 
sentences in Ijaw and then to translate them literally 
into English so that they remain Ijaw in symbolism, 
syntactical structure, idiom, and reference. In his 
1973 essay "African Speech ... English Words" he 
says, "I had to study each Ijaw expression I used 
and to discover the probable situation in which it 
was used in order to bring out the nearest meaning 
in English." The results are poetic, densely tex
tured, serious, and sometimes obscure, like many of 
the symbolist and modernist works of the first half 
of the twentieth century. The Africanization is para· 
doxically part of the modernism of his work. Okara 
is the first Nigerian, and perhaps the first English
language black African, modernist writer. He early 
rejected the outdated Victorian styles of the colonial 
poets and instead brought to Nigerian poetry an 
infusion of the styles of T. S. Eliot, Dylan T homas, 
and Gerard Manley Hopkins. Okara used free 
verse, abandoned fixed rhyme schemes, and al· 
lowed the flow of his thought to determine the 
shape of the poem. 

"The Call of the River Nun" is Okara's earli
est surviving poem and, like most of his poetry, is 
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collected in The Fisherman's Invocation. The poem was 
written in Enugu, where he was living in 1950. 
Surrounded by the local hills, he is nostalgic for the 
River Nun of the delta of his childhood; the river is 
also a symbol for his personal destiny and his jour
ney through life toward death and God. Okara has 
already found one of his major patterns of symbols. 
Flowing rivers with such accompanying imagery as 
canoes and sea birds can be found throughout his 
work, the river representing the continuity of past, 
present, future, destiny, and the individual's pil
grimage through life. 

The religious tone of the poem's conclusion is 
noticeable in such other early verse by Okara as 
"Were I to Choose" (written in 1953) and "Spirit of 
the Word." The former is influenced by Thomas, 
whose use of symbolic allegories Okara continues to 
develop in his own manner, while the latter poem 
brings to mind the seventeenth-century meditative 
poetry of Henry Vaughan in its use of the natural 
world as being more in tune with the divine than 
huma!lkind is. The conclusion,of "Spirit of the 
Worc:P;) however, is reminiscent of some of the 
black~i'merican-influenced pioneerk West African 
poets who asked whether they couid find religious 
salvation despite having "Singed Hair. and Dark 
Skin." Okara's manner, symbols, and themes were 
established early. His poem "Once Upon a Time" 
could be background material for The Voice; it is a 
dramatic monologue in which a father compares the 
happiness and contentment of the past to the hypoc
risy of the modern world; he asks his son to regain 
such innocence. Okara experiments with language 
("officeface, streetface, hostface") and emblematic 
symbols ("While their ice-block-cold eyes / search 
behind my shadow"). The early poems show the 
influence of the Romantic ode in the way they begin 
with meditation on some object or event, the medi
tation then leading by a process of association to 
reveries, philosophical insights, or visionary experi
ences, which apparently cannot be sustained in this 
life, as the poems end in uncertainty, often about 
the speaker's own destiny. Such a structure is in
fused with late-Victorian solemnity, religiosity, seri
ousness, and depression in "New Year's Eve Mid
night," where instead of renewal "it's shrouded 
things I see I dimly stride / On heart-canopied paths 
I to a riverside." Although the many seasonal im
ages in Okara's poems imply life is a ·eymt'IH, process 
of birth, growth, harvest, and renewal, the hope is 
weighed down by a consciousness that an individ
ual journeys toward death. In these poems the fu
ture is gloomy, especially in comparison to reveries 
of childhood. 
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While his education and career had taken 
Okara from home and parents into a world of 
change, desire, deception, and hypocrisy, the 
individual's journey in his poems is also associated 
with modernization and westernization. In "Piano 
and Drums" native ways are represented by "jungle 
drums," which are "urgent, raw/ like bleeding flesh, 
speaking of / primal youth and the beginning," 
whereas the alien piano symbolizes "complex ways/ 
in tear-furrowed concerto;/ of far-away lands." The 
drums bring thoughts not only of exaggerated, ro
mantic, primitive, communal scenes but also of 
childhood: "at once I'm / in my mother's lap a 
suckling; / at once I'm walking single paths." 

As such younger Ibadan writers as Soyinka, 
Clark, and Christopher Okigbo rejected the 
francophonic-negritude idealization of a supposed 
innocent, uncorrupted, primitive precolonial Africa, 
it is sometimes assumed that English-speaking West 
Africa was untouched by such views; but educated 
Nigerians were aware of negritude during the 
1950s. Black Orpheus was at first, with its original 
German coeditors, an extension of the Paris-based 
Presence A.fricaine and was aimed at English-speaking 
West Africa. Just as the negritudists symbolized 
their longing for tradition and unity of self as a 
nostalgia for the comforting Mother Africa of their 
childhood, so Okara's personal unease at separation 
from his past and family is merged with the disturb
ing effects of social, cultural, and technological 
change as a result of education, modernization, and 
his own experience of the world. Significantly a 
"wailing piano solo" speaks of complexity, which 
ends "in the middle of a phrase at daggerpoint." 

The way the early 1950s themes of loneliness, 
nostalgia for home, and a depressed fatalism have 
evolved into an affirmative negritude can be seen in 
Okara's poem "You Laughed and Laughed and 
Laughed," which originally appeared along with 
"Piano and Drums" in Black Orpheus (1959). The 
"You" in the title is the white European who laughs 
at African culture as primitive and who is identified 
with ice blocks, motor cars, and frozen emotions, 
whereas the African, in the tradition of negritudist 
primitivism, is identified with nature. The surreal
ism of the penultimate stanza could be that of 
Leopold Sedar Senghor or Aim/ Cesaire, as is the 
claim that African1will rehumanize the West out of 
the rigid, mechanical way of life: 

My laughter is the fire 
of the eye of the sky, the fire 
of the earth, the fire of the air, 
the fire of the seas and the 
rivers fishes animals trees 
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and it thawed your inside, 
thawed your voice, thawed your 
ears, thawed your eyes and 
thawed your tongue. 

"The Mystic Drum," which appears to be con
cerned with sexual desire as well as evoking the 
natural world, is both a celebration and rejection of 
the surrealist mode: "I packed my mystic drum / 
and turned away; never to beat so loud any more." 
"The Mystic Drum" is related to two other poems 
concerning desire for a woman, "Adhiambo" and 
"To Paveba." In the latter, after "young fingers stir 
/ the fire smouldering in my inside," the poem 
moves into the surreal ("the eye / of the sky on the 
back of a fish"), until the speaker remembers "my 
vow not to let / my fire flame any more," and his 
fires dwindle to smouldering "beneath the ashes." 
Probably the outbursts of desire and their repres
sion are related to Okara's personal life, which has 
included three marriages and divorces. (He has fa
thered two children). The mystical streak in 
Okara's poetry is taken up again in "One Night at 
Victoria Beach," which also concludes with defeat 
befork-\he unknown: "I felt my knees touch living 
sand~=:;.r/ but the rushing wind killed the budding 
words." "The Snowflakes Sail Gently Down" was 
written in the United States in 1959, when Okara 
was studying journalism at Northwestern Univer
sity and doing field research in the Public Informa
tion Department of the Atomic Research Station 
near Chicago, where he saw snow for the first time. 
In the poem the speaker falls asleep in a heated 
room on a snowy day and dreams of tropic Africa. 
He dreams that colonialism and foreign exploitation 
will be defeated. The striking but obscure ending 
may imply the possibility of renewal for the West 
through accepting African values. . 

The five-part "The Fisherman's Invocatio~ 
written in connection with the coming of Nigerian 
independence, is, as K. E. Senanu and T. Vincent 
comment, modeled on a traditional ballad perfor
mance celebrating an important event, in this case 
the birth of the nation. Using the situation of two 
men fishing in a canoe on a river, the poem con
cerns the relationship of the past to the present and 
future: "The Front grows from the Back/ like buds 
from a tree stump.'' One fisherman complains that 
he no longer can remember his "Back," and he is 
told to rediscover his origins: "let your eyes be the 
eyes / of a leopard and stalk the Back," in order to 
move into the future. Otherwise independence will 
be stillborn. The negritude and cultural-affirmation 
themes are put forward in the Ijawized imagery 
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("teaching hands," "sweet inside") that Okara uses 
in The Voice, which he started writing at about the 
same time the poem was written, in 1959. "The 
Fisherman's Invocation" is a representation of the 
end of the negritude movement with its self-con
scious use of surrealist fantasy techniques of roman
tic, primitive Africa and its claims of African moral 
superiority over the Westernized world. The cre
ation of independent black African nations ended 
the phase when the assertion of a cultural past was 
an analogy to political assertion of the right to 
self-government. "The Fisherman's Invocation," 
questioning the nature of the future if uni
mpregnated with tradition, is a sign that indepen
dence and its possible disillusionments would soon 
be a main theme of African literature. 

Although Okara wrote many short stories, in
cluding "The Iconoclast," which won first prize in a 
British Council short-story contest (1954), he has 
only published two; the others apparently are lost. 
"The Crooks" (Black Orpheus, 1960) might be de
scribed as an updated version of a trickster folktale 
in which cunning is valued more than ethics and in 
which the deeper cunning of the peasant, or the 
seemingly innocent man, outwits the self-assured, 
sophisticated urban confidence man. In the story 
two dusty, dirty, barefoot travelers, who apparently 
have arrived from the provinces for the first time in 
Lagos, the Nigerian capital, are stopped by a well
dressed man who warns them against strangers and 
invites them to his house. He loses money to them 
at cards with the intent of robbing them in the 
morning of their bag, which he believes to contain 
their savings. But by morning they have disap
peared and are on a train back to Enugu laughing at 
having tricked the trickster out of a night's food, 
lodgings, and the money won at cards. The bag that 
supposedly held their savings was filled with stones 
and old rags to deceive such men, as it had before in 
other cities:.YThey'll never learn,.>/' said Okonkwo as 
he wiped his face. 'They are green as green peas, 
the whole batch of them. See how they left the door 
only bolted~ While "The Crooks" is simple, obvi
ous, and cruaely structured, it is surprisingly effec
tive, possibl/ because of its pidgin English and 
Okara's ability to convey a sense of location and 
imply the ways of a society. 

"Tobi" (Flamingo, 1964), Okara's other pub
lished story, is a curious and a less-successful trick
ster tale about a guest who steals from his hosts, 
who in turn ignore his misdeeds: "He's a relative; 
the only son left of your great-grandfather's slaves 
and you mustn't do anything to make him feel we 
know. Only be very careful with your things, that's 
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all." According to the curious psychology of the 
story, Tobi is an unwelcome guest but is needed to 
celebrate the harvest season. 

The Voi.ce, Okara's only published novel, was 
begun shortly before Nigerian independence and 
was seen by him as a struggle between good and 
evil, as represented by a young intellectual versus 
the Nigerian politicians who were looking forward 
to the expected spoils of national independence. 
The elders in the novel look forward to "the coming 
thing," over which they slap "their thighs in joy." 
An early version of the opening chapter was first 
published in Bla,ck Orpheus in 1961, and the style, 
with verbs regularly following the object, is even 
more based on Ijaw than in the novel, which despite 
the controversy over its style is mostly written in 
standard English. Okara used as a model the way 
Amos Tutuola translates directly from Yoruba into 
English, but in practice Okara found it necessary to 
be less rigid. As he says in "African Speech ... En
glish Words," "Some words and expressions are 
still relevant to the present-day life of the world, 
while others are rooted in the legends and tales of a c. \ )\ 
far-gone day. Take the expression .-'he is timid,< for 
exampl1!> The equivalent in Ijaw is °"he has no chest,~ ~ \ <- \ '> \ 
or 'he lias no shadow/ Now a person without a \ ,,"' \ 
chest in the physical sense can only mean a human 
that does not exist. The idea becomes clearer in the 
second translation. A person who does not cast a 
shadow of course does not exist. All this means is 
that a timid person is not fit to live. Here, perhaps, 
we are hearing the echoes of the battles in those 
days when the strong and the brave lived. But is 
this not true of the world today? ... What emerges 
from the examples I have given is that a writer can 
use the idioms of his own language in a way that is 
understandable in English. If he uses their English 
equivalents, he would not be expressing African 
ideas and thoughts, but English ones." 

Around the idea of the alienated, young, edu-
cated intellectual oppos~ the materialism of the 
elders and the politician~ theme common in the 
1960s in West Africa, as can be seen in Soyinka's 
The Interpreters (1965) and Chinua Achebe's No 

l onger at East (1960) and A Man qf the People, 1966xt_ 
ther central themes are developed by Okara, in

cluding a quest for "it," or the meaning of life; a 
parallel between the protagonist, Okolo, and 
Christ; the relationship of the African past to the 
future; and the individual's conscience versus con
formity to the community. Many of the features of 
The Voice are characteristic of the style of early 
Nigerian literature, including a Nigerianized En
glish and the use of a quest to structure the story. 
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While the plot has the economy and clear 
shape of a parable, the rich but open symbolism of 
The Voice shows its links both to Okara's reading of 
Christian literature and to modernist high culture. 
Okolo returns to his town after his schooling and 
finds himself out of step with almost everyone be
cause he is searching for "it," which no longer has 
"roots." This situation makes him an outsider and 
disturbs the community. His spiritual concerns 
challenge the tribal elders' glee at the expected 
wealth and material good they will inherit with 
national independence. In taking over from the 
white rulers, the politicians have forgotten the 
teachings of their fathers; by contrast Okolo is, like 
Christian of John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, some
one who has learned from a book that he must give 
up all and search to be saved. The story is written 
in such a manner that Okolo, whose name means 
"the voice" in Ijaw, takes on the symbolic roles of 
conscience, Messiah, reformer, sacrificial outcast, 
and quester. When he is first threatened by his 
townspeople, "Hands clawed at him, a thousand 
hands, the hands of the world." Although Okolo is 
portrayed from the first as alone, he acquires a few 
disciples, including one, at the book's end, who will 
tell his story and care for his words. The town is 
Christian ("We are all church people. We all know 
God"), but it suffers from superstitions left over 
from the past, from lack of conscience, and from a 
desire for worldly things. 

Although the "it" Okolo seeks is purposefully 
left vague, it seems to cover such significanf things 
as conscience; a personal meaning in life; and per
haps the old Christian sense of vocation, truth, and 
the gospel: "I am the voice from the locked up 
insides which the Elders, not wanting the people to 
hear, want to stop.{. In this novel of few actions 
each confrontation between individuals or between 
Okolo and a group of people becomes a significant 
event. Okolo's secondary-school education (which 
even in the early 1950s would still have been un
common in Nigeria) is contrasted to the education 
of Abadi, another young man who has been to 
foreign countries and holds a Ph.D. Abadi praises 
the leadership of Chief Izongo and reminds the 
elders that many of them were "mere fishermen and 
palmcutters .. .in the days of the imperialists"; he 
asks them to "toe the party line" and "support our 
most honourable leader." When Okolo replies that 
the politicians and their followers are fighting no 
one but merely clamoring "to share in the spoils" of 
independence, it is perhaps worth recalling that 
Okara's father was a prince. As in the writings of 
Cyprian Ekwensi, Soyinka, and Achebe, there is a 
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distrust of the politicians who gain their support 
from distributing the spoils of office rather than 
from the traditional customs of clan and tribe. 

Okolo is made to leave the town because he 
will not do as others do and betray his conscience. 
He insists on following what he believes to be the 
timeless , straight ways of the past, whereas 
"Everybody's inside is now filled with money, cars 
and concrete houses and money." Just as Okara 
notes the creation of a new political class coming 
into being before national independence, so he re
cords, as do the novels of Achebe and Soyinka, the 
increasing materialism and obsession with Western 
comforts that result in spiritual corruption and a 
disregard for the past. 

Okolo's trip to Sologa corresponds to the pe
riod of exile before return in messianic literature. In 
Sologa, Okolo finds people who brag of such things 
as being "a whiteman's cook." The white man's 
money economy has corrupted people, and money 
is the only social value. The city of Sologa is not a 
community but a conglomeration of various tribes 
and languages: "cars honking, people shouting, peo
ple dying, women delivering, beggars begging for 
alms, people feasting, people crying, people laugh
ing, politicians with grins that do not reach their 
insides begging for votes, priests building houses, 
people doubting, people marrying, people divorc
ing, priests turning away worshippers, people hop
ing, hopes breaking platelike on cement floors." 
Justice is corrupt, there is tribal favoritism, and the 
powerful are beyond the law. In contrast to the 
people of the city who have no sense of purpose and 
"think nothing," there is the carver, an artist who 
believes "everything ... the whiteman's God, the 
blackman's God.j. . . The carver believes and puts 
even his shadow into creating faces out of wood and 
his inside is sweeter than sweetness." In Sologa, 
Okolo also learns that the white men have become 
corrupted; they tell him that truth and honesty do 
not exist for the person who wants to get ahead. 
Okolo, still searching for a purpose, a faith, a belief, 
realizes that he must return home in search of "it". 

Meanwhile in his town some people have been 
influenced by Okolo's words. They start changing 
their ways, which threatens Chief Izongo. Part of 
Okolo's message is to return to the "earth's knowl
edge which has come down from our ancestors./. .. 
They are the words of your father's father's father." 
Eventually Okolo understands that his purpose in 
life is to plant "it in people's insides by asking if 
they've got it." In what appears to be a comment on 
Okara's treatment of "it" in the novel, Okolo says 
that there is no single meaning of life; each person 
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has his or her own purpose: "Names bring division 
and divisions, strife. So let it be without a name." 
The syncretism is African and an adaptation of 
African beliefs to those of Christianity and Islam; 
there is an implication (as in Soyinka's works) that 
life is cyclical and that people will be reborn in 
different forms. As a cult of Okolo's followers 
forms, Chief Izongo decides that Okolo must be 
destroyed and has him tied and set adrift in a canoe 
floating down a river toward a whirlpool. 

The novel shows Okolo's discovery of a need 
to have a purpose in his life, the beginning of his 
teaching to others, his expulsion from the village, 
his trial in the outside world, his discovery of his 
message, his return, the formation of the cult of his 
word, and his death. Because of the language and 
themes, the novel appears to blend Christianity 
with a negritudist concern to preserve or adapt 
African traditions in the new materialist society 
created by European influence on Africa. People 
and events seem emblematic, symbols of ideas, and 
much of the book gives the impression of occurring 
in a dark, shadowy, dimly place. As in many epics, 
the hero begins as an isolated individual but eventu
ally learns that lives interact and that he is a part of 
society. His "spoken words" enter other people, 
"remain there and grow." 

The language of The Voice is the most contro
versial aspect of the novel. As the Nigerian poet 
Clark, also an Ijaw, complained, in his The Example 
ef Shakespeare (1970), "With commands and requests 
like 'Your nonsense words stop,(Mr. Okara is no/ 
doubt trying to recreate the original sentence struc
ture of object-verb, but he has no justification for 
converting the normal subject-object-verb order of 
straight statements." Clark felt that Okara "has no 
cause to resort to the biblical verb ending -eth, very 
rare as plural even in Elizabethan usage, and the 
odd use of both the negative and verb to be. The 
result is not the reproduction of !jaw rhythms in 
English, but an artificial stilted tongue, more Ger
man than Ijaw. It is a creation completely devoid of 
the positive attractions of a living language like 
pidgin English." While objecting to the method, 
Clark explained some of the words and idiomatic 
expressions Okara transliterated: "the it of the 
story ... is the !jaw iye, meaning from the most to the 
least tangible of things"; "the term inside ... is biri, 
the belly as the seat of human passion and will/ .. 
Okara's use of the expression 'Your head is ·not 
correcdalso derives directly from !jaw idiom and 
usage." 'The poetic quality resulting from Okara's 
use of unusual word order (especially of verbs), 
repetition of words (especially verbs, adverbs, and 
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adjectives), parallel constructions, recurring sym
bols, and similes and metaphors based on nature 
(such as fish, water, river, and fire) has been dis
cussed by J. Shiarella, while Burness also notes 
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syntactic inversions, uses of nouns as modifiers, rJ 7__ 1 . t I () AA _ 
simultaneous usage of an adjective and announce (_ C4£,N'•C -r--.i \ 
that are the same word, and ~ 
adjective as a qualifying adverb (as in "black black" 
or "cold cold"). Other language features include 
unusual comparative forms, many proverbs, and 
the rephrasing of English sayings so that they ap-
pear lja~stead of "out of sight, out of mind," -
Okara wntes, "When I do not see you, you will not 
be in my inside." In general, critics assume that Ijaw 
ways of thinking are accurately reflected in Okara's 
text. Burness feels that, whereas English speakers 
choose from a rich store of adverbs, in Ijaw empha-
sis is achieved by such simple repetitions as "black 
black" or "slowly, slowly." Adrian A. Roscoe claims 
Okara's style reflects characteristics ofijaw thinking 
with a limited number of antonymic pairings: l 
".f .. 'Strahightd,~nd 'croho~ed,ld

1
is~~~e of e?rydv~iety (' _ q._ 

1
) ) ) \ ) I 

o trut an untrut , whi e /1 sweet,han sour,~ rv \.... 
represent all shades of happiness or misery." 

After being principal information officer of the 
Eastern Region Government Information Office in 
Enugu during the mid 1960s, Okara worked during 
the civil war as director of the Cultural Affairs 
Division of the Ministry of Information for Biafra. 
In contrast to the introvertedness of his earlier po
etry, the poems in The Fishennan 's Invocation written 
during and after the Nigerian civil war have a new 
urgency and directness of experience. In the twelve 
lines of "Moon in the Bucket," the word look occurs 
five times; the innocence and peace of the moon are 
contrasted to those people in the Nigerian Federal 
Republic "who shout across the wall / with a million 
hates." In "Suddenly the Air Cracks" the repeated 
use of suddenly and cracks, and such similar-sounding 
words as striking and cracking, suggests the unexpect
edness, drama, and danger of an air-raid by the 
Nigerians of a Biafran village, as the airplanes dive, 
fire at the people, drop bombs , and are driven out 
by anti-aircraft fire. Afterwards children running 
with their arms stretched out play at being diving 
jets, while bodies are stacked in the morgue. 

While poems treating the contrasts of war and 
the drama of a bombing raid have a new concrete
ness, in many of the poems of the Biafran period 
there is too much sentiment, thought, and rhetoric. 
"Cross on the Moon" begins with the complex im
agery Okara often uses in which one association 
leads to another: the dew on the leaves of trees 
reflects the moonlight on hedges from which one 
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can hear crickets and see fireflies, while overhead 
an airplane waits its turn to bring in relief supplies 
to "whimpering children / on the backs of fearless 
mothers." The airplanes are "A testimony of Man's 
humanity." While such sentiments are to be ex
pected in the situation, they do not necessarily 
make for good poetry. Some poems, such as "Ex
pendable Name," appear to be written directly as 
appeals to Roman Catholics abroad for aid to Bia
fra. At his best in the early poems Okara i.s a 
symbolist, most effective when treating a thel:I\ by ~\ 
metaphor; in the war poems imagistic descripddns 
too often become prose statements. In "Cancerous 
Growth," "Today's wanton massacre / burns up 
tender winds / and from the ashes / hate is grow-
ing." These poems do show Okara's control of 
rhetorical forms. K. L. Goodwin calls "Expendable 
Name" "a powerful but unbitter reproach to the 
comfortable warmongers" and finds "Rain Lullaby" 
"an unsentimental poem" that condemns the war 
fought by day in contrast to the nighttime mercy 
flights to Biafra. 

Many of the wartime and more/recent poems J-'L 
use traditional Christian imagery and associations. 
"Come, Come and Listen" loosely imitates Christ's 
Good Friday reproaches on the Cross to those who 
pass and is perhaps related to George Herbert's 
well-known "The Sacrifice." Besides pleading with 
Nigerians to think of the mothers and children they 
are killing, the speaker in the final stanza of "Come, 
Come and Listen" appears to ask why the God 
brought by the Christians has deserted him. In 
"Christmas 1971," "love and peace" are sacrificial 
Christ-like figures "caricatured, maligned / taunted 
and rejected." In many of the late war poems there 
is a feeling of betrayal because of the bombings and 
deaths of civilians, the wall created between the 
Federal Republic and Biafra, the unwillingness of 
the leaders to compromise and seek peace, and the 
attitudes of those who profit from the war. Chris-
tian images are used in these disillusioned, often 
satiric poems, forming a pattern of irony. "The 
Revolt of the Gods," a long poem from 1969, begins 
with a debate between the gods during which read-
ers learn that humans make and kill gods by their 
need, love, and hatred. The scene next shifts to 
earth, where two men mock the idea of divine 
power, while another seemingly believes in the 
Judaic god and a fourth is a Christian doomsayer 
prophesying the end of the earth and the coming 
last days . The poem concludes with the old gods 
dying with the apparent triumph of the scientific 
and skeptical, although they will eventually return 
for another cycle of belief and disbelief. 
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The problem of faith haunts Okara's later 
poems. In "The Glowering Rat," written in Port 
Harcourt in 1970, shortly after the war, the spiritual 
lifd.ljYts comforts and sense of being at easc(:)s - l --. \ 
dispossessed by a symbolic rat "whetted on yester-
years." As Susan Beckmann says, the poem is a 
"mindscape" of someone returning to a war-scarred 
city and stumbling physically over shell craters, 
while his spirit, attempting to return to its home in 
faith, stumbles mentally over the emptiness left 
within by the war experience. 

Although Okara in his later poems does not 
experiment with language and symbol, he uses syn
tax in a new way, often delaying or not using 
punctuation, with the result that stanzas, as in "Sud
denly the Air Cracks," or entire poems, such as 
"Cancerous Growth," "Freedom Day," "Rain Lul
laby," and "The Dead a Spirit Demands," flow on 
continuously as single energy that gains greater 
force for the momentary suspensions caused by line 
endings, dashes, or a few capital letters at the start 
of a line. In place of the earlier concentration on 
image and song, the later poems are whiplike, de
pending on energy, repetitions, and ideas for their 
force. Often they project the state of the poet's 
psyche on the external world, as in "Flying Over 
the Sahara," where "Here all is dead." The expected 
picture of a lost man's dying search for water is 
transferred to the water itself, "sucked away by 
craving sands," like the mind eternally searching for 
"fulfilment." The speaker sees smoke from "oil in 
flames," an example of the human mind creating "to 
build / and destroy, to nurture life and kill." T he 
Nigerian civil war was fought partly because of 
rights to the oil in Okara's native delta area. 

After the defeat of Biafra, Okara founded and 
wrote for a newspaper, the Nigerian Tide, and started 
the Rivers State Newspaper and Television Corpo
ration, of which he was general manager until 1975. 
His manuscripts containing all his unpublished 
poems were destroyed during the chaos of war, and 
The Fisherman's Invocatum includes mostly previously 
published poems. In his interview with Lindfors, 
Okara said that since the end of the Nigerian civil 
war he no longer could write, but The Fisherman's 
Invocatum has a few poems from 1976, including "To 
a Star" and "Celestial Song," which ~ to a 
renewal of poetic, and perhaps amorous, energies. ~ c_\"-ev,....(,(. ~ 
In these poems Okara alludes to the symbolism of { 
both his earlier and hi~me poems, with the. 
result that his work takes on self-referential, auto-
biographical, and myth-making qualities, with each 
poem being part of a continuing story. Unfortu-
nately the diction is sometimes Victorian or late 
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Romantic: "O let not this be as those / which lies 
scotched like rose / trampled by passing years." 
While it is generally felt that Okara's best verse was 
written during the late 1950s, when he was both a 
modernist and negritudist poet, some poems of the 
Biafran period seem more powerful now than when 
they first were published. 

Okara's reputation has been influenced by the 
small amount of his publications and by changing 
fashions in the criticism of African literature. As one 
of the first modern Nigerian poets, he has poems in 
all the influential anthologies of African and Com
monwealth verse published during the 1960s; there 
was, however, little criticism of African poetry writ
ten at that time, and much of the criticism was 
introductory or polemical. Critics remarked on 
Okara's inwardness and mysticism. As Clark says, 
"This concern with the self, the soul, runs through 
all his work." In regard to Okara's primitivism and 
romantic images of jungle drums, innocent virgins, 
mystic rhythms, and dark flesh, Clark feels that 
Okara still had characteristics of the early West 
African poets, and Clark placed Okara's verse mid
way between the large public statements and public 
oratory of the pioneer poets and the more concise, 
imagistic, purer poetry of Okigbo and Soyinka. 

Other felt th11t, despite the mysticism and ex
perimentalism, Okara aimed to be a poet of the 
African continent. Noting his intensity of mood, 
richness of soul, and sense of an inner life, Roscoe 
claims Okara's I signifies the communal we: "He is 
Nigeria's best example of the poet singing in soli
tude yet singing for his fell ow men." A similar line 
is taken by P. N. Njoroge, who calls Okara one of 
Africa's greatest poets and the embodiment of the 
continent's experiences; the poet in expressing his 
soul expresses the soul of society. 

Although hailed as more successful as a poet 
than a novelist, Okara received little sustained criti
cal attention as a poet until the appearance of The 
Fisherman's Invocation, which shared the Common
wealth Poetry Prize with Ladders ef Rain by the New 
Zealander Brian Turner. A revival of interest in 
Okara's poetry immediately followed, with reviews 
and articles appearing in literary journals as distant 
from Nigeria as Canada, Denmark, and India. 
Bruce King describes Okara as one of the first and 
best of the African poets, who after being lost is 
being rediscovered. Beckmann noted that while 
Okara's work was indispensable to any general an
thology of African poetry, the award of the Com
monwealth Poetry Prize was an indication that he 
was at last gaining the wider recognition he de
serves. Beckmann and King, like most reviewers, 
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feel that his best poetry preceded the Nigerian civil 
war. Kirsten Holst Petersen claims that Okara de
bated the relationship between the past and the 
present in traditional African imagery rooted in oral 
literature: "Through this use of imagery ... he moves 
effortlessly between private, public and cosmic lev-
els.~ 

Others have commented that Okara's poems 
share negritudist themes and concerns, including 
identification with Africa symbolized by the natural 
world. Noting that Okara's style changed at the 
time of the civil war from lyric and celebratory to 
satiric, bitter, and lamenting, S. A. Gingell com
ments that, while the Christian vision appears to 
suffer, a belief in the creative spirit remains. The 
difference between Okara's early and later verse, 
according to Goodwin, is representative of a shift in 
African poetry from early-twentieth-century mod
ernist models to a freer, more oratorical American 
manner. This change in direction reflected a new 
interest by radicalized poets in using verse as a 
means of communicating with an African reader
ship about social and political matters. Okara has 
emancipated himself from European influences and 
writes like an African for Africans; he is "one of the 
first truly African poets in English," according to 
Goodwin. Samuel 0-.~sein says that Okara's early 
poetry failed to gain attention among critics because 
in the 1960s he was absorbed in "an individualized 
quest ... to find meaning in human existence" rather 
than public issues. In the later poems Asein sees 
signs of someone shocked by the effects of the civil 
war; instead of imagination, vigor, verbal energy, 
and fluid oratory, there is pathos, sentimentality, 
banalities, and labored rhetoric. Asein feels that 
Okara's value as poet lies in his experiments with 
language and his cultural nationalism, which made 
an important contribution to the development of 
modern African literature. 

Critics of The Voice were at first concerned 
with its poetic style, then with interpreting its sym· 
bolism; recently there has been a feeling that the 
novel is most significant for its criticism of African 
society and politics and its prophetic truth. Early 
commentators on The Voice were puzzled by its un
usual English and by the alienation of the main 
character from his society. The novel was unlike the 
previous West African literature of anticolonialism 
and cultural assertion. Anozie compares the novel 
to Hamkt, seeing Okara's book as the portrait of an 
African intellectual caught up in a double alienation 
from himself and from his society. Anozie finds 
Okolo's search for "it" pretentious, the disillusion
ment unmotivated, and the novel too static. That it 
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resembled the novels of Ekwensi and Achebe in 
being concerned with the disrupting and corrupting 
effects of modernization and social change was 
overlooked, as were such similarities to the work of 
Soyinka as an unillusioned view of national inde
pendence and t~eling that the hero is a represen
tative of a group of young, self-destructive, truth
seeking intellectuals. No one at the time noticed that 
Okolo could just as well be a character in Soyinka's 
novel The Interpreters. 

While a characteristic of early Nigerian litera
ture was experimentation with language to create an 
African style, as shown by Amos Tutuola's success
ful use of transliteration from Yoruba and Achebe's 
more sophisticated "Igboization n of English, critics 
have long discussed whether or not Okara's experi
ment in using Ijaw language is successful. Clark 
claimed that The Voice offers conclusive proof that 
such devices as special syntax and sentence struc
tures based on the vernacular are likely to lead the 
African writer to disaster; in contrast to such exter
nal forms Clark argues for reliance on images. After 
the initial negative evaluation of The Vo~, opinion 
began to shift as interpretation became J{>re subtle. 
The Canadian novelist Margaret Laurence claims 
that The Voice is one of the most memorable novels 
to have, come out of Nigeria, and she comments on 
its power and poetic imagery. She finds the use of 
imagery and Ijaw speech patterns fresh, says that 
rhythms are those of prose poetry, and notes the 
use of Ijaw proverbs and parables, including imag
ery from Ijaw mask drama. Although set within 
Ijaw tribal society The Voice is universal in its picture 
of a man who questions pretence, rigidity, and the 
establishment. For Shiarella, Okolo is a Messiah 
figure, and Tuere, the outcast woman who be
friends him, is a type of Mary Magdalene, while the 
cripple is the apostle who will carry the message to 
others. Okolo seeks the inner peace of "it" in con
trast to the new ways that have replaced African 
tradition. Shiarella notes that many of the poetic 
devices, such as rhyme, alliteration, inverted word 
order, and repetition result from transliteration; the 
style and technique make The Voice a new form of 
experimental, poetic novel. Okara' s attempt to 
bridge the distance between European literary mod
els and an African point of view and style, as repre
sented by Tutuola's fictions, was noted by Roscoe, 
who claims that The Voice blends the realism of 
Western fiction with the fantasy in traditional Afri
can tales. While its origins are in contemporary life, 
the novel is an allegory of the struggle between 
good and evil in a symbolic, dark, and hazy land
scape. Okolo is a modern character, a man of inner 
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tensions, depressions; but the "it" he seeks is too 
vague, according to Roscoe. 

Later criticism praises Okara's achievement in 
The Voice as a successful attempt at creating in En
glish the manner of African oral literature. Whereas 
older critics complain about Okolo's alienation, re
cent emphasis is on the political relevance of the 
satiric elements. More attention has also been given 
to the details of the symbolism. Lindfors sees a 
poet's concern with form, symbol, and language in 
the novel; it represents for him the most eloquent 
African vernacular style in English. It is a brilliant 
achievement, a moral allegory about the search for 
truth and purpose in a corrupt world, and it is 
concerned about the moral consequences of rapid 
Westernization. Eustace Palmer also sees its imag
ery, style, and quest plot as being influenced by the 
oral tradition of the storyteller. Noting similarities 
to T. S. Eliot's The Wasteland (1922), Palmer finds 
The Voice religious, moral, and extremely pessimis
tic, although one of the most significant African 
novels. 

The tight, closely drawn structure, symbolism, 
and solemn, moralizing tone create a nightmare 
world dominated by tyranny and materialism, says 
Emmanuel N. Obiechina, who also comments on 
the novel as parable and the analogy between 
Okolo's life and the Passion story. Burness claims 
identity is a main concern of any African novelist 
who is working within a European literary genre; 
no other African novelist has reconstructed a West
em language so drastically to fit the rhythms of a 
tribal language. Okolo is a symbol of the pilgrim 
frustrated by the moral laxity of his society and its 
leaders, a situation that can occur in any society or 
culture; the political leaders are mediocre not evil. 
Reinhard Sander, however, sees the situation de
picted in the novel as typical of postcolonial Africa, 
where a white ruling class was exchanged for a 
similar black ruling class, resulting in disillusion
ment and cynicism. The rebel is at a loss for pro
gressive allies as the establishment crushes opposi
tion. Hugh Webb sees Okara as having transferred 
to the novel the characteristic features of the Afri
can oral tale, such as moralizing parables to form 
group conscience. Okara's narrative is stripped of 
all detail not essential to parable, making the charac
ters figures in an allegory. Although alienated, 
Okolo is a crusader, and his search threatens the 
conservatives' retention of power. 

Noting a similarity of techniques and themes 
between The Voice and works of the early 1960s by 
Soyinka, Albert Olu Ashaolu sees the novel as con
cerned with the corrupting effects of Western mate· 
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rialism on traditional Nigerian society at the time of 
national independence. Okolo is one of the intellec
tuals who preach reform. The Voice is "one of the 
finest African novels of social analysis," according 
to Solomon Iyasere; no other novel has so success
fully captured the social injustice, corruption, and 
spiritual emptiness of contemporary Nigeria. 

Okara appears to have evolved from a late-Ro
mantic religious poet to a negritudist, then in The 
Voice to a critic of the materialism of Nigerian poli
tics. Afterward he became a Biafran poet recording 
the pains of the secession movement, while begin
ning to question his religious faith. His style 
changed from the romanticism of his first poems to 
the modernist and surrealist tendencies of his negri
tude phase. With the Biafran poems his style be
came more open and his subject matter more clearly 
in view. He has written little since the end of the 
Nigerian civil war, but his reputation as an import
ant writer is secure. 

Interview: 
Bernth Lindfors, "Interview with Gabriel Okara," 

World Literature Written in English, 12 (1973): 
133-141; reprinted in Dem-Say: Intervi.ews with 
Eight Nigerian Writers, edited by Lindfors (Aus
tin: African and Afro-American Studies and 
Research Center, University of Texas, 1974), 
pp. 41-47. 
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Here is the Okara. 

Please note these abbreviations in the margin. Killam is African 
Writers on African Writing, FI is Fishennan's Invocation, BO is Black Orpheus. 

I have written to Okara three times and two times in care of Heinemann 
for further personal information, but had no reply. If you or Gale care to 
try, the address is c/o The Culture Centre, 74/76 Bonny Street, Port Harcourt, 
Rivers State, Nigeria. I do not have the names of the women he married and 
divorced, or dates, and I think there is a third child. 

A minor problem. Is the Nigerian journal for Sander's essay Obama or"" 
Obame? My photocopy of the articles does not include a title and PMLA, / 
Dialogue, etc., spell it differently. 

We leave here some time mid or late June. When I have a new address or 
academic affiliation I'll let you know. I can usually be contacted through my 
mother: 

c/o Mrs. Lillian King, S. 1221, Cooper River Plaza, Pennsauken, New 
Jersey 08109 (telephone [609] 663-1452). 

Thank you for the photocopies. I could not have done the piece 
without them. The library here was hopeless. 

I've been reading around in recent African poetry, seeing if anything 
interests me for an article for Stand. 

Yours, 

Bruce 
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